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ZAYN MAILK SOLO DEMO LEAKS
FANS HAD BRIEF UNOFFICIAL TASTE 

New York, 31.03.2015, 18:50 Time

USPA NEWS - Zayn Malik fans now have a taste, though unofficial, of the former One Direction member's solo direction. English
songwriter/producer Naughty Boy, best known for his hit La La La with Sam Smith, posted a demo of a song called I Won't Mind to
SoundCloud Monday.

Though the song was removed from the service within hours, fans have posted the stark guitar-vocal recording on YouTube and other
sites. Malik gives a subdued, tender performance on the track, which includes lyrics like, "We are who we are when no one's
watching/And right from the start, you know I got you."
"Let the music do the talking guys. thank us later," Naughty Boy wrote on Twitter when he posted the SoundCloud link. The original
SoundCloud post included a caption, "There is nothing but love for what was left behind. That's why we don't mind."

I Won't Mind doesn't appear to be a hint at a first single or even any kind of official release from Malik, who announced his departure
from One Direction last week after departing the band's world tour a few days before, citing stress.

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-3713/zayn-mailk-solo-demo-leaks.html
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